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On the eharacters of the finite unitary groups

This paper is an attempt to extend the remarkable results of Gnnnr [6]
on the characters of the finite general linear groups to the finite unitary
groups. ft seems highly probable that the system ofirreducible characters of
the finite unitary group U(n, q') coincides with the system of classfunctions
what we have called irreducible C-functions. These functions are obtained
from the irreducible characters of the general linear group GL(n, q) by the
simple formal change lhat q is everywhere replaced by - q. X'rom the
results of Green it follows immediately that the C-functions form an ortho-
normal basis for the vector space (with the usual inner product) of the class-

functions of U(n, q2). Horvever, it seems to be more difficult to prove that
these functions are characters of U(n, qz). We have tried to attack this
question by using Brauer's fundamental charact'erization of characters []
and we give some results in this clirection in §§ 3-5. In §§ 6-7 we verify our
conjecture to be true in the c&ses ra : 2,3 and we also give complete tables
of the conjugacy classes and characters.

I wish to express my gratitude to Prof. R,. Bnlur:n for discussions
concerning this problem and to Prof. G. E. Werr, for sending me a large
unpublished manuscript, in which he solves the conjugacy class problem for
all the classical groups. His results were of great assistance to me.

l. Let I : GF(q2) be the finite field consisting of q2 elements, where
q isaporrerof aprime p. X'or a€$ wewrite E:oc. Then ä iscalled
lhe conjugate of a. We shall also consid.er the »universal» field 8* : GF(q'"r)
for some fixed n. Then we shall always regard the roots of polynomials
over $ of degree ! n as elements of 8*. By @ we denote a fixed iso-
morphism of the multiplicatiye group of 8* into the multiplicative group
of the field of complex numbers. Let V^ be an z-dimensional vector space

over S with a non-degenerate scalar product f : Y" x V"-->3 satisfying
the conditions (for X, Xr, Xz, Y, Yr, Y, e V", 1 e 8)

f(x, * x» Y) - f(x,, Y) + f(xr, Y),

(1)

f (X , Y, *
f(AX,Y)
f (x , ),Y)

f(Y,X)
f (X , Y):

Yr)-f(x,Yr)+f(x,Yr),
: 1f (x , Y)

-Tftx,Y)
-f6,n

0 forevery YeVn+X-0
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The group of all non-singular matrices with elements in GF(q') , or
equivalently, the group of aII non-singular lirrear transformations of an
za-dimensional vector spa,ce over GF(q') onto itself, is called t'he general

l'inear grouyt and is denoted by GL(rz, q'). Then the grougt of unitarll tran"c-

forru,ations (with respect fo f) of V" is defined by

11" : U (n, Q2) : {G e GL(n, q') I f (G(X), G(Y )) : f (X, I) for all X, Y e Y "} 
.

We denote lry S(n, q') and u(n, q2) the number of elements in GL(n, q')

and Uo, respectively. As is well known (see e.g. [2])

g(rt,q') : qttzn(n-r)tfi (n" - 1) ,
i:I

u(n , qz) - O'!'o(n-l) fT tO' - (- l)') .

considering g(n, w)as a polynomial in 
')' 

*.can write

(2) u(n , q') : (- 1)" g(n , - q) .

We can choose a basis {Xt)(i: !,2,...,n) of tr'n, which v'e call the
stand,ard, öas'ds, such that

so that
rvhich u,,e call the ltyperbol'ic bas'is,

if i+j,
if i:j;

Jo ,

lr i

, %),

[0, if i+ j+n+t,
f(y,, rr, : 

ir, if ?+ j:ntr.
(See l2l.) ff we take the standard basis, then a matrix /1 corresponds to a
unitary transformation if and only if M M* : ll,I* M : I (M* denoting
the conjugate transpose of M). ff we speak of unitary matrices without
explicitly mentioning the basis, then we always mean the standard basis.

If 7 and V are complex valued class functions on 11., wo define the
scalar product

I
f xG) v9l

G€lln

I

"(') 
x@) v@) '-(-1)"r
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where in the latter sum (- I)" a(c) is the order of the centralizer of an
element of 1I, belonging to the class c, and the summation is over a,II

classes c. We also put

llxl): (x,, x),

the norm of y. By a character (or generalizeil, character) we mean a class-

tunction on 11" which can be written in the form

(3) atXt* azXz*... * attrt,

where Xr, Xz, . . . t /1 ätatheirreduciblecharacters of tL and ay a2 1 . . . 2 at

are arbitrary integers. If all the integers o,i are non-negative, then v'e call
(3) a proper character. As is well known, a character I is irreducible if and
only if llrll : I and X,$)> 0; and two irreducible characters 7 and g
are distinct if and only if (X , rtt) : 0.

If $ is a subgroup of tl, and rp is a character of $, by a classical
theorem of Frobenius, the classfunction ?* on tl", defined by

Z vo(TGT-t),
?e ltn

'where G eA" isarbitrary, tr, isthenumberof elementsin $, and ?o(X) :
,p(X), if X € S, and rpo (X) : 0, if X € $, is a character of 11, and is
called the character ind,uced, by y.

We use the following notations of Green [6]. Let ). : {h,1, , . . ., /r} be

apartitionof apositiveinteger ":Ll, into the 7t parts l, >12>...

conjugate to L and put å,-1 : 0. Theu s-e l-r'ite

I
i

k,(k, + 1) ;

k(f , n)- @p-L@) ; ct,"(r) - nll) i zni'

{1 : r} - the formal Schur function

s

'tl;- )- +
t- !

i:1

if r 
=1";

@o@) == I ;

;@r, ki+t (;)
§

Y
/-,
i:1

in the infinity of varia,trles l, fr, n2,
'r)

- nt2-2t3+ "' IT (1 - nt,-r"-r*s; tl-T @,,+o_, @)l-1
I(r<s<p r:1

Let q be another partition of n, which we write in the form

q 
- {l't2'2.../1,'n},

1'hen we d.enote

ir, r,
i:L
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Zr: lrr rr! 2'zfrl ...'n'nrol; wo: t"tl.fzl .,.r"!;

cr(n): (r - t1'r (r2 - l1'z . . . (r" - l)'" ;

en@): (l - r)-'t (l - m21-'2... (1 - n")-'".

If ),1, X2,..., X" are partitions such that ) lf;l : l1l, let dir^r...,."
be the HaIl polynomial, and i:r

Q! @) : | il,r rr... 4 @) k().r, r) kQ'r, r) . . . kQ"", r),

the sum being over all rows of partitions such that i, , . . . , )',, are parti-

tions of l; ),,rat, . . . , X"1+,2 are partitions of 2, etc.

2. Let

f(t) : td * atf-r + ... -l aa

be an arbitrary monic po\rnomial over $ with aa * 0. Then we write

jtl : ai' @otd * da-rf-t +''' + 1)'

Definition 1. We say that a monic polynomial g(f) over I i. a-

irred,uc'i,ble, if either g(f) is irreducible and g(f) : iQ), or g(t) : f @ i(il,
where /(l) is irreducible and f@ +l(t).

Lemma l. A monic polynomial g(t) ouer S i,s U-irred,uci,ble if anil, only

il g(t):i(t) and, g(t) cannotbewri,ttenintheform g(t):7tQ) grQ), where

jr1i7 
"nA, 

grQ) are non-constant Ttolynomials oaer $ such thctt gr(D : Ar(t)
a,nd gz!):7r@. If g(t) i,sU-irredaci,ble,theni,tisi,rreil,ucibleif and,onlyif
'i,ts d,egree i,s od,il.

Proof. The first sentence is clear. The second one follows from [3],
Lemma 2.

LeL ,7 be the set of U-irreducible po\'nomials over $, excepting the
polynomial f. Write d(f) forthedegreeof /e.7. Suppose 7€$*. Then

there is a unique l/-irreducible polynomial / having y as a root and we put

d(y): d(f).
Let f be a u-irreducible po§nomial of degree d, arld let 7 be a root of

/. Then it is easy to see that,

(4) T ,T-q ,T'" ,...,y!t)d-t

are all the roots of / (cf. [3], Lemma 2). We can call the elements (a) the

U-conjugates of y.
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X'rom the results of Wall ([1f ], cf. also [3]) it follows that every conjugacy

class c of [^ can be uniquely described by a partition valued function
v(f) : u"(f) on 6 satisfying the condition

Z.-wtf)td(f): n,

and, conversely, to every such function rr(/) there corresponds a class c

of U,. The characteristic polynomial of a unitary matrix belonging to c is

?(t):TTf""(f).
leF

We shall denote the class c by the symbol

c: (. ...1'a ...).
A class c is princi'7tal,, if a(f) is {t} or 0 for every / e F. lf in this case

X(t) has ra factorsofdegree d (d:1,2,...,n), rresaythat c isof
princi4tal, type Q, Q being the partition {\'r 2'2 . . . ?d") of n. A class is

pr'i,mary, if a(f): 0 except for one particular 7 e7; c has then t'he form
(J') forsomepartition v. Primaryclasses (/';) and (g*) (f ,geg) aresaid
to have the same type if. d(l): d(g) and .l : p. Note that a primary
class of U, is not necessarily primary in GL (n , q').

Definition Z, If c: (... 7,0...) is a class of tI,, put

a (c) : fr o,ut (t- r)',r; .

leF
Then a(c) has the sign (- tf. By Wall's results, (- f )" a(c) is the

order of the centralizer of an element of 'l1o belonging to the class c-

Hence the number of elements in the class c is

u(n,qz) g(n,-q)
(- r) e(c) 

: o(") '

Detinition 3. If c: (...f,0...) is a class of 11,, ct: (...f';0...y
is a class ot* [", ('i: L,2,...,k), where sI ,. . ., sk are natural numbers

such that år, - n, Lhen we denote

911 
"2. 

.., 1o 
: Tf s",!!r)r,z u) ...,t" $) (( - ayt''; .

Detinition 4. Let &1,

respectively, where §1, . .

Then by fi-- ato&2o,..
value at a class c is

.. .,ak be classfunctions of tlrr,II,r,.. .,§r1,,

. , §r, are positive integers such that i ,, - r?,.

o ak we mean the classfunction on [n, whose
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a(c): Zgir"r..."h&7@r)ar(cr) , ..at"(cx) ,

lvhere the sumrnation is over all rou.s c11 c2, , . . , cr of, classes respectively
of 11", , tI", , , Uon .

From the corresponding lemma of Green it then follorrs immediately
Lemma 2. TVith the assumptions of De.Jinition 4 we hque

d(r) : *_-,a+-!*a*a,(r)n,(1) ...«r(r) .

If, in Definition .1, tlte functions ui are characters of lJs; (i : l,
2,.. ., lt), rve don't knou- if dro ctzo. . . oaI is a ciraracter of U,. Ifrve
could shorr this, then the machiirerv of Green r-ould ri"or'li and 'vyoulcl qi.i,e

us ä proof of o11r conjectnre.
As in the paper of'Grcerr, trrlaking oillr. the requirecl bi:ivial

\\,e ean 1fo1,r,. rlefine t}:e follor»ing concepts:
tlre seb of a-a(-Lri{{,bles , e .---. {*ot} (i -: 1, 2, . . , rd ; d

p lreing tlie partition i 1" 2'2 . ?L'"j ;

the set Ea of o-roots;
substitutioru of Xe;
equ'iuulen,co of tu-o substitutions and the nr,ade of substitution:
the partition o(r;z ,/) rvhich describes the rnode nz :

o-f'u;nction U u i
substifntion of tlie p-r,ariables ,iu,to a class c;
'isobaric ciasses.

Definition 5. (Definition of uniform function) For each partition g of
let there be given a q-function ar{Xr). Then the uniform function
: (LTr) on tt. is the classfunction defined at the class c by

?tn

o\rer partitions g of ft, arltl all modes nt of suhstitution of -Yg

and

modifications"

: Lr2r. ,]L)

?L

Li

(5)

surnmecl
into c ;

e@t,c):.1"1 * a;,It.o((- c),,r,;.
fef'etu,J)

The functiorrs Ur(X') are cailed the princi.Ttal, parts of U, Un being the
q-part. Irormula (5) is called the d,egeneracg rule. A uniform function whose
principal parts are all zero except for [/n is called a basic uniform function
of type p. Then, clearly, the analogues to Green's theorenis 7 and 8 are valid.

Definition 6. (Definition of s-simplex) Let k be an arbitrary integer.
Suppose that
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(6) k, -hr1,hq',.,.,1t(-q)"-'
are distinct residues (urocl q" - (- 1f). In this case \1'e say that each

the integers (6) is art s-primiti,ue, a:nd that the set (6) is an s-s'irnpler

(or a simplex g of ciegree s) r,r'ith k, -'kq,kE',..., k(- q)"-' as

root's.

lYe u.se the follo'v'r,'ing notation. Letor be a primiti'i'e root of $x' \\rrite

t"' ,

(7) 0)s: o (-'s)''-1

Then there is an 1-t correspondence.bef,y-een the s-sirnplex (6) and the Lr-

irreducible polynornial having

t h", t,t;kq . (o!02,. . . . r,&(-l)t-I

as its roots. Hence rve have

Lernm* 3. Tke.re are exactly (ls n?Gny sinLpleres of d,egree s us there ctre

Li-irreclt-tcible yclytnnittls "/€ 5 of rlegree s.

Let §: be the set of ali s-siurplexes for s ) I and let d(g) denote the

degree of g € § . Let a(g) be a partition valued function on § such that

lla(il1d,(s) : tl' .

se9

Then u'e call (. . .g'@ . . .) the svmbol of a d,ual class e. It follows from
lemma 2 that the number of classes of 11, is the same as the number of dual

classes.

We can then define the dual concepts:

the set Ya of cl,ual q-aariables;

substitution of Y';
equiaalence of two substitutions;
nrod,e nt of substitution;
the partition Q(m, g);

substitution into a d'ual, class;

i.sobaric dual classes;

d,ual g-function.
The set cf chccrl, o-roots [{u is defined to be a set of ?'L svrnltols

h,a,,hai(-q),.,ha,(__,])o_,,(,:1,2,,7"d;d
g being the partition { 1" 2'2 . ?L'"} .

17,) ,

If a is a substitution of Is, we define d as a mapping of Ha into the

rational integers by

of
{l

its
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- (- q)'- r
ltl;a: cai 

1_ ,1ui _ I ,

where c4; is a root of the simplex !a;a and sai is the degree of yata.

Definition 7. Let J6(k) be a basic uniform function on lla of
bype d, with d-part §r(tu : fr,) : @o(€^) I @-rr(60,) * . . * @heq)d-t(§r,) .

Let g: {I'1 2'2...n'"} be a partition of n and let ha stand for
the row (hrr,...,ilr,ri hrr,...,hz,r|...) of integers hor, orte integer for
each part of g. Then we denote

Ba (ha) : Jr(hn)o . . . o Jr(hr,r) o J2(h2)o . . . o Jr(hr,r)o . . . .

From Green's results it follows that Ba (äq) is a basic uniform function on
U" of type g, with q-part

where the summation is over all permutations 1' 2' . - . rL of I 2. . . ra and

Sa(h:E) -@u(E) + @-oqG) * @^o' (6) + . .. | @h(-t)d-'(6).

We shall call Ba(ha) a basic C-functi,on of type g.

X'or any cla,ssfunction X oL 11, wo shall call y,G) the d,egree of y
(even if 1(1) is negative).

We now state our final

Definition 8. Let a(g) be a partition valued. function on the set I of
simplexes, which satisfies the condition

Zt,tgltd(s):n,
se9

and let e : (. . . g'G) . . .1 be the dual class determined by ,(il. By the
corresponding i,rreducible C-function (for which \4re use the same notation as
for the dual class) we me&n the classfunction on 11" which is given by

(8) (. . .s"@). . .) : t Z x@ , e) Bn (Wm) ,

summed overallpartitions q of n r"ä"rmodes nz of substitution of Ye
into e and

I
x(m , e): TT - xi,[9.a,

re9's@,e)
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where /[ stands for the character of the symmetric group of appropriate
degree, and the sign in (8) is to be so chosen that the degree of (. . .g"(t) . . .)
is positive.

Then we have

Theorem 7. ?he irred,ucible C-functions form an orthonormal basis for the

aector space of the class funct'i,ons otu l1^, i.e. the number of d,istinct i,rueclucible

C-functions equal,s the nwmber of classes of lI" and,

11

({. . .g'(t) .

The degree ,f
(e)

? urthernl,ore,

(10)

.), (. . . gt"(*) .. .)) _.- 
{?,

(...r't'(s\.o.) is

u(g) * y' (g) fo, some g ,if
tf

l@,e q) TT {r@): (- o;ats)}1 .

se9
(. . . ,"b) .. .) ccln be aritterL as

(. . . gt(s) .. .) _- n 1n"@1 ,

ee9

where I d,enotes the o-prod,uct (the factor for which ,(g) : 0 is omitted).

Conjecture. The systecn of i,rred,uci,ble C-functions coincid,es with the system
of irred,ucible characters of tI..

As an important example we shall now shorv that the linear irreducible
C-functions are characters of U,. Suppose that x:(..n'@...) is
linear, i.e. 7(l) : t. If ,(,J) * 0 for at least trvo g, then 1ve can clecide, bv
(10) and lemma 2. that the onlv posribility is rz: 2,q:2,r(gr): t,(gz):
{1}, where g. and 92 are trvo simplexes of degree 1. This case x'ilI be con-

sidered in § 6, v'here \r-e proye our conjecture for n : 2. Hence \1'e rnay
assume that y is printary, i.e. y: (g'@). Put ,(S): {1r., lr,...,lo},
where lr2lr... 

= 
lo),0. Then from the forrnula for the Schur function

we see that necessarily p : 1. Put I : 11, s : d(g). Then we har-e

l@,F q)l - @, (t- sl) .

Clearly, this is the case if and only if s : 1. Hence we get the linear C-

functions 1r{"};, where g goes all the q f 1 simplexes of degree 1. Nou.
let g be an arbitrary simplex of degree I and let, lc be a root of g. Then it
follows from our definitions that x: @t"j) has the value @L(det,4) at
an element A of 11" and hence y is a linear character of 11".

3. We shall now discuss the problem how to prove that the C-functions
are characters of 1t^. The most straightforward idea is to apply the follorving
funclamental theorem of Brauer (fll).
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A classfunction y on a filnite groryt @ is a character of 6 if and' only if
the restriction of X, to @, is a character of § for euery elementary subgrouyt

Ool0.
A subgroup O of 6 is called elenr,entary if it is a direct product of a

cyclic group and another group whose order is a power of a prime.
Hence, in order to show tlnat y is a character of 6, it is errough to show

that y is a character of a system J/ of subgroups of @, rvhich has the
property that I t'ogether with alt its conjugates covers er,-ery elementary
subgroup of GJ.

fn our case we claim that this property is possessed by the follo'wing
system of subgroups

I : 9rtJ.Yz tJ 9*U 9nu 9r,

the J/;'s being defined as follows.
t) 9r: {S X $}, rvhere §S is the p-Sylorvgroup of U, (q : power of

p) and $ is the center of 11".

I ln1\
4 9,: {U,x t1,-'} (r: L,2... ,L;l), lhere tl, x lI,-, mearls

the group of rnatrices of the form

t Li, (l

lo L'
\
I.t

n-l'

with
3)

r,vhere

4)

spond

(1 1)

[Jr€§r, U,_,e[n_,. I_]^.\
.y, iÅ tn. set of centralizers of a1l the primary classes (/\ Ld(f) l) 

,

fgoeSaI1the[]-rcteducibIepo}ynonfalsofdegreed(f)>
9 n : { $t, 8}, where $t, goes all the r-Sylowgroups of U* corre-

irg to primes r satisfyirg

[ 'f- 
q)" t

Ji' q+L - '
I

[ri(-q)' l foratleastone i \\'ith 1<i{n,_- 1.

1i\
5) 95 is the set of centralizers of the classes ((l - r;t"l; for

iln,2<i<n-1.
Namely, suppose that G : D x {G} is an elementary subgroup of 1I,,

where {G} is the cyclic group generated by an element G of lI^ and D
is a subgroup of the centralizer §,(G) of G, whose order is a power of a
prime. Let c denote the class of U, to which G belongs. If c is not

primary, i-e. c:1...1'1fl...), where 0 < Irff)la h 
for at least one

L2
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tlren clearly some conjugate of G is contained in 17, x 11,-, for

d,(f) lt(f)|. Suppose thelefore tha| c is primary, i.e. c : 17"$)1' If now

J Z, then it is easy to see that a co,jugate of G is contained in a

13

f,
i:
d,(f ) ,,\

element belonging to the class (/l'd(f) I). Srrppose thencentralizer of an

that d(f): t. Tt Ge $, then a conjugate of G is conta'ined in § 8,
where g i. * Sylowgroup of U'. But a conjugate of t I is always

contained in one of the groups S x 8, tI, x tl,-, , ffi, $ or in tlre centra'lizer

of anelementbelongingtoaclass (f), rvhere rJ(f):n' Let Ge$
and c: ({l - o)'), where a (+ {1"}) is a partition of n',"If p: {n},

thenaconjugateof O iscontainedin $x$. If s:{"} for i1tt,
2 <i <n- l, then a conjugate of G is contained in agroupbelonging

to gr. If q: {1'r 2'2...7d"), where at least t'wo r;'s arc t' 0, then

ono can easily see that a conjugate of O is coutained in a suitable group

of the system :/r.

4. we shall now consicler more closely a special subgroup of tI, be-

longing to the system :/, ' Write

(t - l.al;')') ,f (t)
n-l

-TJi:0
where a;, is defined by the equation (7). Then there are elements of u,
having the characteristic polynomial f (t). Let ,4 be such an arbitrary fixed

elenrent and let 2[ be the cyclic group generat'ed by A. Then !I is the

centralizer of .4. \\rrite R(n) for the order of ,4 so that

R(n) : q" - (- L)" .

We shall prove the following

Theorem 2. The restricti,ons of the irred,ucible c-functions to !I &re

characters of »I.

Let k be an arbitrary natural number. we define w(k) to be the least

one of the natural numbers rp which satisfy the condition

k : lc (- q)' (mod ,E(n )) .

Clearly w(k) | n.
Put

e:@(a").

Then e is a primitive R(n)-th root of unit;'.
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Denote
*(k) - I

and let cr" be the class of U* *rr"U by

I n.)

Then -Ae belongs to the class c1o.

Let y@ be a character of 2I defined by the condition

y(')(A): et (r:0, 1,.. .,R(n) -
If o is any natural number and g is a partition, then the notation cu

means thab a divides all the parts of the partition q. If then o is
partition whose parts are equal to the parts of g divided by a, then

denote Q:a'o and. o:1n.a'
Let Ba(ha) be a basic C-function of type p defined in the definition 7.

n'irstly, we shall compute the value of Ba (hQ) at the class c;0, i.e. Ba 1ne\1Ah).
If w(k) ! q, Lhen Ba (ha) (A\ - o.

If w(k) | g, then there is exactly one mode zz of substitution of the p-

variables X? into the class c1 and

t) .

le
the
we

I
Let ^olo(k) \

I t-j\
Q@, , cr,)- ;- q\t,*(k) i (f - il*@))(r 

'- n *$) a

*(k)' \/

Ba(ha)@n)

. . . Ba.(r,) (ho*1r1 ,r | €a*q4,,en ))
/d u(A) - I

- @ n ((- a)-*); eo(- il T-tT-l t uha*1*f ifr(-s)i.
;Gt d '-l i:o

fn general, w-e denote lry gn the number of parts of a partition g. We shall
renumber the integers ho**1 ,, and denote them more simply by

r !-+\
qn\ r "44 

c

a{'yi ( t - il*tr))Tl (,,2,j dw(k) (h o*1*,y,, : € a*(r,), L, ??t)z1
,'1q c

hr,hr, .,ho,,

t4
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h; {-q)ii

Pa

k ( I h;1-,t1ii-t)
i:1

c

if

pa

k!
^ 

i:I
c

*(k)-t w(k)-L w(k)-r

(t- il*(r)) ea(- q) I I I
,11-0 i2:0 iOn:'

Then we have

;@)

We denote

2'jon:n

only

Then we have

D, (hr, t) :%#)Ä, 
= 

Äo r^t@#(r- 
qY;$,,7,

w(h):u:

R(")
k-t R@)'

where the natural number I is u-primitive.
We shall use the followirg notations:

R(")

eo:6R(") for aln;

1d _lo, if u=-b (moan1al).
""'a-i1, if a-ö (nrodB(d));

A' :§ § 'i'a' :
^uib1,b2,...,u" ,?o ,#o' 

' ' 
,?0",',], å;(-vt;' '

We consider in general a sum of the form

s(a) : 
,=Zo,*,uI 

,

, --p.imit.

where the summation is over the zo-primitive residue classes (mod.B(ru))'

We claim that
n(") lw\(12) B(o) : : _I, u \;) ,'"'" ,

ulu n:7

where p is the Möbius function. Namely, we can write the right-hand side

of (12) in the form

R(.) i /rz\\(,3) å(å u\;)) ,::

^rJr l,R(") 
I
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Let 1L o be

Then
R(w)

R(")

if and only if uo I u . Hence the inner sum in (13) equals

Ä{@): l?, 
,,tr ::l;,.

'l"n
This implies (I2). X'urthermore, we c&n compute the inner sum in (12), and
so we get

the least natura,l number which satisfies the condition

I - t (- q)"0 (mod A(o)).

s(r) : 
A_öi,o F (;) e1,,1

Using (Iz')we can write the above expression for

Da(hu,t):nry,?) Fo,(( -q), 
**-t*-1 ,..-1

6 A@"((- 
q)*),ä,å;,f,,),

tr'rom this we get the final expression for D, (ho , t)

(Lz',)

( 15)

D"(ha,t) in the

,\:,#)R('lc)ä" §

form

n;es)ii '

(r4) Dn(w,,)!+#Ä å *;(-»r(:)qt*)" or*t Li,,,,n2, ..,hpe.

We put fi : - q and we consider (14) as a rational function in the variable
r. We assert that (1a) is, in fact, a polynomial in r rvith integral coefficients.

We distinguish between two cases. Suppose first that all parts of the
partition g are not equal. It is clearly enough to shox, that

1

;- - @, (r*) e,,(.t')
I frn !, 3'

is a polynomial in r for all natural numbers eu, u'hich satisfy the condition
'tL 1

*lg. Put * : ;, i Q: {Irr 2'2 ... (m -- l1'^-t),2: n* Then

the expression (15) is

-(l - z)'t (l - 221't. . . (1 - "m-11I^-1'
za denote the value of (16) in the normed exponential valuation of
(0 : rationals) associated with lhe d,-th cyclotomic polynomial. We
to show that va ) 0 for all natural numbers d, 1 m - L

(16)

Let
Q@)
have
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We have

tm-rr täl,^:l o J-Ä",'
Irr any case, by our assumption, at least two of the numbers ri arc * 0.

we have three possibilities. X'irstly, if all the tdr's ale : 0, then clearly

ya20. Second.ly,if exactlyoro r4;, s&;r r4;0, is 10, thentheassumption

va 10 implies

lm,-11,o'o>l d, l+t,
so that 

m-!
m: IiriT il,iorn,o2droro) m - L,

which is impossible. Thirdly, suppose that at least two r4;'§, say r4;o and

t4;, ära $ 0. Let ir} t. Then we have

dya) m- I - d, - 4raio drorrZm - ! - dio'oto- dilrair2 -- l '
so that, va 2 0.

We suppose norv that all parts of the partit'ion g are equa1, i'e'

l/,,\'te: l\,/ f

In this case our proof r'vill depend on the foilorving lemma'

Lemma 4. Let r and, s be arbitrary natural nurubers' Put

M(z) : 
l"r'f(u) 

(r - z") (r - z") (L - ?'") . . .(l -- z") '

Then
1-z

(I - z") (1 - z')'
M(*)

'i,s a polynomi,al i,n z with irutegrul coffici,ents.

Proof of the lemma. The case I : I is trivial. Hence assume that

s ) I. Denote

i:I r P u,s

where
5)



a: (u,l)7.
I s\ - §Ifnow \r,il 21, thenthereexistsaprime p sucht}rat pll,, el;.

But then p lo and pl@,l), so that f la and p@):0. Hence we
ma,y assume that

/s\
\r,7) : ,.

Now
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,-, * -'
P(z , u): IT Tl tr - ,('å 

*')', 
.

,:0 j:r

We shall show that Mr(z) isd,ivisible Ot la. Ctearty, this will impty
the lemma.

Let Z (> I) be an arbitrary divisor of s and let (, be a primitive 7-th
root of unity. We have to show lhat Mr((r) :0 for each tr.

If P(et,a) + 0, then the least natural number o which satisfies the

condition a ?) = 0 (mod z) must be å. o" the other hand, this number
l1)

is, of course. -.----=- . Hence
(a' l)

I
is a primitive ; -th root of unity, so that

" -ro_g

I t (1 C"',): ;j:I

and

uis
This proves the lemma.

Put a - + . Then we can write the expression (I1) in the formu

n f R(u) Ar, h1,h2, ...,hr
(1 n")(1 n')' "t+

v,L u' p(u) (1 - fr"') (1 - 
n2uo1 . . . (I - fr"\

,tL
' rrr

s

?u ,-l

;

18
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For each u we use lemma 4 taking § , z - fru. It follows that

D, (hn , t) is a polynomial in n with integral coefficients, as asserted.

We denote

e- +I X(m,e)B'(hant).
Q rm

Q rm

Again we write t : - q. Then, by our result above, D(e,l) is a polynomial
in r with rational coefficients. We shall show that D(e, t) multiplied by
suitable factors of the form I - ri is a polynomial in r rvith integral
coefficients. By the classical theorem of Gauss, it follows that D(e, t)
itself has integral coefficients, and this wiII prove our theorem.

We have

I
D(e,t): =- )-R(n\ , L\ / iql:n

l- l \
f (n - x',lf),,r ) e"@) I :
nI, \ge9 *g(*,g) / u. 0 u,u'

(+)" R(u) ar,h,*, hz*, . . ., oon,n**(r*) p(+)

: # A ).@'(r*) rC) R@) 
A-,4

/ 'l / w\Pn@.d \
Ai,\*.nz^,....hp0_ (rU 

"^^\;) 

- 
zi,*r).a ,.@.rt (*ot',)) .

We shall now consider more closely the expression Lllr\^,nz^,...,,rn- to.
fixed z, q, and m. Let, a be a fixed substitution of the dual p-variables
Yo into ,9 , which belongs to the mode n1,. Let us consider first a
certain fixed simplex g and &ssume that the h;'s ane so numbered that
lh.,hr,..,,hp(-,d correspond to those dual g-variables Yr, which are
mappedonto g lry d. Denoteshortly o:Q(m,g), ?:?p,d:d(il,
and c : &n arbitrary root of the simplex g. Let q, : (u, d,) and

ID
o-Tr. Let r-
By definition,

wlq,\Yemusthave +lo,
{ttr 2'z .}, so that Zt, - p

so that we can r,vrite

and Ziti:itu(s)l .

u-l u-l u- |
AU Y \T Y,\'PAt: hL*,hz* hpr,n - i#o i#o 

' 
i#o'r, ,1, 

,0, m)xi;
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Consider now the following partial sum of this expression. X'ix ip+t,
ip+2, . . . ,ie, in some way, denote shortly

Pa

fr/: I (h;nt)rit,
j:p{ I

and then sum with respect to ir,ir,...,io. So lve get the expression

u-L u-l u-l
(17) I" ä .ä ö1, § 10,-y"j,-^'j1:0 j2:0 "tp:o i:r

Now the sef {(h;m)\ ('i, : 1,2, . . . ,p) consists of the following polynomials

in r:

fi@) aPPearing ti tirnes. We have

fi@) - i f(")
lvhere

f(*): c !# (t * *o + *'o +. . . + .(+ -')o)

f'urthermore,

Hence the expression

(18)

where Pi @) goes all
matrix

1) -. 0

I öi; f (.) Pi F)=] ,

U)J

polynomials that can be formed from the

f (*)(r" -
(1i) is

(:)'

the qP

(mod R@))

I ..t I

x.fr
oofro,fr"

fro-l ... fro-L
:.--ta-J

f1

2 ... 2 3 .

21 21 3r ...
2rz .. 2rz 3rz ..

2'fro- .. i,*--t g*a=t.ö.
tq
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so that one term is taken
summed. (Of course, these

from each column and these p terms are then
polynomials are not necessarily all different.) Let

TT
(,)

correspond to the polynomial (19). Then (19)<-+(20) determines a t-l
correspondence between the polSrnomials P; (r) and the terms in the product

( 1e)

be any such polynomial,
a - L, determined by
UgotUgtt ' ' ,Us,a*L' Let

(20)

t;

Pi@):f i f nkt
(,) t:t

the ki s being certain integers between 0 and
the choice of Pi @). Take auxiliary variables
the monomial

ti

TTl-r uL,o,

(21) S,(yro , Usr ,

and hence the number of times that a certain polynomial P; (r) appears is
equal to the coefficient of the corresponding term in the product (21).

We assume now that the above procedure is carried out for each simplex
g. \tre shall form & new expression Dr(e, t) byreplacing A'lt\^,nzm,..,,hpnm
by the product

- 
I u \Pe(-,s)

,1,[ \6- urnn) sv':*' 
,@,e) 

(u'o 'ud ' ' ' ' ' ug'o'a*11-r) '

n'rom the above considerations it follorvs that it is enough to prove the
assertion for Dr(e, t), i.e. u'e have to shou, that Dr(e, t) multiplied by
suitable factors of the form L - ri is a polynomial in r and Usi tvit},
integral coefficients

We have

I
R(n) #" u |,r *

llLu\P,
zo \(" , ,l(t

It is clearly enough to proye the
brackets. Let us again consider a
that considered above and let us

used above. Then the expression

w

T

,u*o-r) : T 
(ylo*y'r,,+ * Y'r, o-t)ti ,

lw\ l-I tat»TTl I\ttI \ /g,€gr:f*r^
(!, , d(s» ', "

assertion for the expressions in square
fixed simplex g. Let it be the same as

also use the same notations that were
we are interested in is (of course we

may assume that lr@)l , otherrvise the expression is 0)
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bb
Now I iruninteger.Take 

" 
auxiliaryvariables t1,n2,...,frb ando /t\r, a ;

replace iL (24 \-) by §,(rr,rr,...,nt). Then it is enough to prove

the assertion for the new expression, because from the new expression

we get (221 by taking nL: nz:... :tt: l. \Ve denote the
| ; å\

prod.ucts ae*,\d : 0, l, ...,a - tii : r,2,..., ;) in some order by

Uo,Ur, "',Ao-r' Then

S"(*r, frz, . . ., *+) f"(aro, arr,. . . tas,o-t) : B.(ao,at, - . ., Ut-r) .

By [7], § 8.1, pp. 143-146, we have

x,"ld : I aox!
b' lPl:l"l

for some integers cL p. Put z

to consider
lr@)l . Then we have

(22)

(23)

For l:jb+i (0

Iv,4
l.i : !i,G)l o'

w

urd

,Us,0-r)x'l! e,(r' )

i'

I b\p,

h/ s,(ur, , !/gt,

u)

-d
-frb

b
m
I

1.t)

Is
LD

lri: r or

and

X,y S,(yo , Ut,. . . , Ab-t) er(") -

b 1, i :0, LrZ,.. o) we write

Zt:ziyt.

Now (23) is a formal schur function of degree 21 in the infinity of variables

Zt ar.Ld. hence it can be written in the form

I f c,, z;' z;' z;'' '
lL t1tt2r,..rtp

irvi,

.zTo,

where g : p*, the cr's are integers, the outer sum is to be formed over all
partitions p : (*r, ffiz, . . . , mo) of T, aind the inner sum is to be taken

over all ordered p-tuples (ir, ir, . . . , io), where the d&'s are different non-

negative integers. It is enough to consider the sum

(z4l I . z;' z;' ...zio .

't''1';','"''r

Rearranging the terms in the sum (24) we can write it in the form
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å-1 b-L b-l

,I^ ,^I^ . ,Z^ I z;', z;',. . . z:o
11:0 12:0 lp:0 i1,...,ip

i,- {,i"1:. ,
It is enough to consider the sum

(25) z z;' z;' .z:o
,r, r!r,;.ir, ,o

ir _1, (mod D)

for fixed lr, lr, . , lo. Srppose the notations to be so chosen that

11 +t2-..-rr-r+t :'' - lrL-12*..irr: Lt,

where the Lis are different, and r, * rz * . . . + rt : p. Then (25) can
be written in the form

(26) yir' ai,' ...yi: I I
,1, 12,.., tr1 tt1*|,.., trlitz

i +i i tisusL

i.1 =.. *.,-, - rI ,.., i.1 * ,. +rr" 

i1rm2i2 , "'-*piP '

i"* i,

Hence, finally, it is enough to prove our assertion for a sum which is of the
type

(27) f s\it-t m2i2* "' t ^,i, .

\.:r;;;.t,

Let n: {IPr 2P2...) be apartitionof r. Let {7. beanarrangement
of the numbers I, 2, . ., r into subsystems so that pd subsystems consist
of d elements (d,:I,2,...). Thenumberofsucha,rangements 0- is
obviously

rl

Oorresponding to the arrangement !2 - we define the sum

tl (9 ,) - I' z*lir + rn2i2 ' ' ' * mr ir
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as follows. We identify zo and il if a and å belong to the same subsystem
and after this we sum all the remaining variables ir from 0 to oo. Then
clearly each U (0 -1 is a rational function of z of the form

II t'- zni)-t ,

where Znt: Z*t. X'urthermore, r'r.e denote

u(,):2u(!2,),
R.

bhe sum being formed over all arrangements ,9 -. Norv the truth of our
assertion rests on the following lemma, rvhich allolvs us to express (27) in
terms of the U (").

Lemma 5. We h,aue

(2g) I .z*Lir1m2i2]-"t^tit:2.q-U@),i1,i2,.,,i, lz:r
i'*i"

wh,ere

A,: m (t* 1),r-r

,, {å';{-# 
theo"'n*n rhe

(2s)

(d - 1) !)ra fo, rc -

left-hand side of (28)

JIr?1 )P2 \
L- r . . ).

consists of powers of z

Z*til+mZiZ*.,.*ri, )̂

where the ir's range from 0 to oo and are all different. On the other hand, a

term of this type a,ppea,rs in U({1'}) only and its coefficientis -41.'1 : I.
Suppose now that we have a term of the type (29), where the ir's are not.
all different. Without loss of generality, we may assume that,

ior*I : ior+z:.,.: ior+a2: Ir,
(30)

where the /r's are all different and dt* az + . . . I a": r. Then (29)

a,ppears in U (9 -) if and only if !7 * salisfies the following condition: If
i, arrd i6 belong to the same subsystem of the arrangemenl {7 *, then they
also both belong to the same set

'fl 7" - {i"r+.. + ak-1 + 1, ior+.. + ctk - t* 2 t io, + .. + okJ\

:/r,
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for some fu (1 < k < s). This condition can be expressed more simply by
sayingthat g- isaunion

0* : f;,ru,q.ru . . . l) .Q -",
where zr is a partition of aa and 91 -r is an arrangement of ,-il*. IJence
the coefficient of (29) (assuming that (30) is valid) on the right-hand side of
(28) equals

(3r) I : r A,rN.,rA,rN,r...A_"N_,.
rr11 : o1 lr1 : "Z .rsl : os

Now at least one of the o6's, say or, is ) I. and rve have

''J " ''" 
N" 

'-»- "o"'t' 
xl\:") '

u,here 7 denotes the character of the symmetric group 6.r. By the character
relations of 9,r, this sum is 0, and hence also (31) is 0. Thisfinishesthe
proof of the lemma and also the proof of the theorem.

5. Let us consider the special case that ra is an odd prime. fn this case
it is easy to see that the conditions (I1) are satisfied for a prime r if and
onlyif r:n and q:-I(modz). Hencethesystem J/'n consistsof
only one group $t $, 'vr.here !t is the z-Sylo'rvgroup of U". lYe also have

(--q\,": I 
: - n (modzrz) .q+ r

Using the notation (7), we write

Xr: diag (l ,1, ...,a)L,...,1) (l <k {n),
where -Xr is a n by z diagonal matrix, the element, in the fu-th rorv and
column being «-rr, the other diagonal elements are l. We also denote

/0 I 0...0\
lo o r o\Y:l I

\o o 0... r /

\, o o . .. ol
Then ffi $ is containedinthe group E : {Xr, Xr, . . ., Xo, 7'). This group
is determined by the following defining relations

I*or*' 
:,, xrx, : x,Yn (I < k,j sn),

I ,rl, xZ, . . .X?,, Y-' - xI, xZ, . . . xi"-, xir .
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The elements of E
follows:

are divided into classes of conjugate elernents as

Notation Elements
I x.. of ele- 

I

lments in thel

I conj. class 
I

Range of the
parameters

No. of classes
of the type
in question

CY) {xt xt. . . xl-\ k-1
i

I
I

,q. + t 
I

q+1

CY''a2" " on)

{xi' x;' . .x|n ,

xi' x;' . .x1' ,

a;- 1r.
fot'i-1
not all a;

are equal

I
-t@* 1)"- q-L)
?t

. rQ t

,.. )?"1

,S

I

1

,

xi"x;'..x\,n-t)

cy '')

{,y* xit x;' .. x7,"}

rn here

l:o, + .. + an

(mod q + 1)

1r. . rfu -
lr..rg*

1,

1
(n- 1) (q+ 1)

One sees immediately that the system of irreducible characters of E
is the following one:

Class

y,1,, ")

t - 1,2,.,
l,[,: L r2 r..

. rfu
,rQ*1

bi:I,
not, all

Y'YL ' 
b2'' 'b',\

2,..,e * I for ö - 1,
b;'s are equal

cr) ,nuk

I uu'ro' 
-+ bizoz * " * bin'n

(iL,..,i*)
Cl;'' 

a2" ' 'an)

cy'')

-u(at+ 02-r ,. * an)
t

Here e : @(,t) is a primitive (q * I)-st root of l, and in I the sur,, is

over all systems (i1,i2,...,i,) such that (: ? :\ 
tä;;'"'.n 

,n" n

;;;;;";. (; 
'i. 

: :l ;:,,2, ,%))"di; "i,/",**,.tic polvno-

mial of an element belonging to class Cf '0 i*
," - ,'r,

which spiits into distinct linear factors in 8, if I :0 (mod z), but is
irreducible it 8, if I + 0 (mod z). Now it is easy to verify the truth of
the following

i n*t tklut
I erl

(q + I)n-t
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Theorem 3. The restriction of a basic C-functi,on of type {n} to E ds a
character ol E.

Proof. For each Bn (W) we write

Dn(w ;t ,u) : * .T ) a" @,) (G) rpf '") fel
and

Dn(w ; b1,b2, . . ., b,) :M+T) r' @') (G) 6:t;::rJ g .

We also put

a-'o1: Io' if afio (modÖ) 
'"\u/ - il, if a: o (modö) .

By a straightforward computation we get (writing shortly ä instead of
h,r)

D1,y(h{4;t,u):l+(, * frffi) - ,,(,r] ai,.,

+ (n öt(n) - t) öo-^"(n(q + t))
and

D1.1Qt{^} ibr,bz,...,bn) - 
@"-'(- q) 

rr
tC * t)'-t uh'bL+b2* "*bn'

Clearly, these expressions are both integers, and hence our theorem is
proved.

6. Charaeters of 1o2. The elements of ll2 are divided into classes of
conjugate elements as follows:

canonical form i xt' of "l:- i

in GL (2, q') iments 
in thei

I conJ. class 
I

I{otation
Range of the

parameters

No. of classes
of the type
in question

cr) (e*t'- "q*('-') )

n*('-') )

k-r, ,Q * I q+I

i

I

I lt : 1 , . . , e *L
Ir_

q+1

(q- --,* )

krl- 1r.. rQ*L,
k*t;

qy'" - ,y' *'

k - 1r.. ,Qz - 2,
k+0(modq-I)

Cf) : Cftr'l

Yzq@ * 1)

cy)

cy'q

Cff) q(q * t) Yz@'-q-2)

I

1l
I

q2-l

ct@ - 1)
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Here q denotes a,prirnitive element of
root of 1 al: cI t -- 't'ls Our assertion is

ters of Uz is the follorn'irg on.e:

E. Let T be a primitive (q' I)-st
rhat the table of irreducihle charac-

(r)
x,i

at
Xq

(t,u)
lq-L

(r)

it1+ I

Class f,_-1 ,8 - 1

rt-1,..,e-1
t+Lt,

(t,u; (r,t)
/q-t - /q-L

t- 1r..,e2--2r'l
I

t:0 (rnoclr7 i):i-\
if tr-_ tq 

i

(irrod q' - 1 ), then 
i

^ . 
('r) 

^.{ 
t) I

lr-r- - I,-f 
i

t-1, q+1

(.q - l)u'to
ili

^ il;) olil,: ', n uztk ,, 
G! - 1) e(, -- it\l;Ul L

i.=---
1

CY) 
': 

,2tk

ttr) ^-tlta

The most direct prcof goes as follor'vs. It' is clear that the Xf)'u are

characters of' LI2. The transformatious which are represented rvith respect

to the hyperbolic basis by matrices of the form

ls 0 '\

( , ,-t,-') '
,. j

rvhici
of iI

aracte

;

h

1)

o11

A,Ce1S

of order q(qz

of a p-Syiov

S defined lrl

,' ,Qz 1

classfunction

II'I§4r

)r

1)

l:elong to 1Ir, and they form a subgrollp of Uz

rve dencte b5r $. It is, in fact, the llormalizer
(g. - poxver of p). Let ,p(') be the character cf

Then the character of \Iz induced by y,(') is

By Theorem I of Green (t61, p.403), the follornirg
of tI,

{zu'k , if fr'

l'r'u'^ , u, fr

lu -1-t 
:

[r"t * rt-"r's ' if fr

Then
x,y:? - x,Y) hf;i\ v('-"))

€ c[r') ,

e oy)

€ Cf 'r)

ec*).

(t,%:1,2, ,8 + t)

"r(k 

+ å) ._ ur(A 
-- l)

.^ - tA'
c
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7. Characters of UB . The elements of U, are divided into classes of
conjugate elements as follows:

l

j

i

Nota-]
tion 

I

I

i

Canonical forln
in GL (2, e*)

No. of eieuren.ts
in the conj. class

Range of the
paralnett:rs

N.o. of' classes
of t,he type
in qlrestion

cl*)

c*)

.r(/t)
1,.)
-J

cr'')

or'')

lok(q-i)
{ 

' 
ot'tqr

i

i k, r-i: l, ,1-:1
i

I

I

-:-l
i

I

l

i

l
I

---t--
i

q+1

l'gk(q-ti '\
l'
{r sÅ(q-r) }

QÄ'(q - t) !

i ok(q- 1) '\
/' \

{ i nk{q -1\ 
}

\ f ntt(q_ l)f,'!

(t -i- I

ttVtz 1) (qB r-1) k:r::-:1, ..q*+- 1 Q',- 1

qz(.qz I -:- I) , " rQ - I
-J- I-l- L

Q\T , I)

q\t + 1)qz(q - 1)(q3
lr:^l -- L,..,e

1.-4 I
't' 7- r'

-- r) 
|

I

i

Iir
I

,rÄ', l.in:l"..re-1,
t, -/ I ',i t i,ttt I

I

;lii

I
(t (ctz I )/r I \ -f

t)

( 
'^''-';, 

r,_et)
,]3 (cl7 I )

ik:1, .,e* l,
"I -|,...e2 :.
I + 0 (rriocl 17 1);

if 11- ql

(inoci 92 1), then
c(} 'ltl (,f ,l)
tl!/

l,t kt -* l)z (q - 2)

,/ ot1q-t1 '\ 
i

f 
' 

,t{q- Lt I iq, (,t--r)(qB -.rl:-
\, i,*(q -\ I i

cf)
/ tk(q3 -t) \

( 

' '" 

,r''"{o'-'*}_,,) qB @ -r- L)z (rt - 1)

k :1,..rel,
t; fro

(mod q2 q + 1);
if 4:rtzk or

k, 
- 

qak

(mocl gB -i- 1), then
or, __ c[kr) == c{z)

I
T q(qz - 1)
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Here z denotes a primitive element of GF(qu) and p - fa+*+r is a,

primitive element, of 8. Lef I be a primitive (qB f l)-st root of I and 4
and e be primitive (q.2 - l)-st and (q f l)-st roots of 1, respectively, such

that

*o2 - o+le:1,, - 11't-'

Our assertion is that the table of irreducible characters of tl3 is as given in
the following two tables.

(,)
X1' ry)-,

(,)
xr3

Class

t-L, ,8*1 t:1 ,8 * I ,Q * I

uStk (qz - q) e3'k ,2 u\tkI

-l
I

_i
I

- g eStttuJtlc

,(t+zu1t" i
t

uStk

cy)

cy)

CY\

cf 'q

cy'')

€t(zh+t)

I

uti
I

l

l

(q - 1) e(r+u\k+

+ u2uk{tlc1 6t(2k*t\

ut(zktt)

"t(k1-l4m)

ut(zk+t)
u(t + ")t, +"t

+ uluk{tl

i

I

I

I

-t I

Z et(k+t*m) Z dte+u(t4m1 
i(lt,,l,m) i

utk-ul

etlt

e,(h+ l+m)C*J'*)

cr ')

cy)

By U we mean a sum over the cyclic
(* 

'Y "\and I means a sum over all permutations of
1*'Y "lThe case of the linear characters is clear. The

represented with respect to the hyperbolic basis

permutations of fr, U, z

fr, U, z.

transformations which are
by matrices of the form

:0,

+bbl=*;)
(,r

0

c

e

:1,

+ba

+dd

with

t-1

(t'u') ixqz-q+r 
i

I----.--, 
q + L,l

it*u 
I

Iiii,
i@r-q+ I) e(r+2u)k'y

li
i - @ - 1) e(rtzu)k i
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(t, ul
Xq(qz-q* 1)

(t, u ral
Xio-t) (.q2-sr r)

I -.u,u)'1 xq3+r

i ,- 1,.. ,q+1,

,t.r) (q2-r)
t - 1 , . . , Q3,,+0

(mod92-q+I);
if tt: tq.Z or

t, 
- 

tqa
j(moa q3 + 1), then

| ,t'l : r,('t\ - ,(2)

Class
\u - 1, ' 'rQz - 2,

1, . .,q+1,1u+ 0 (mod q - L);
ulu I if Lt,--uq

j (moa qz - t), then
i Xl' ' 

u) =- ,(t ' uL)

I

q(qz -q + 1) e(r+2";rCf\
(q-L)(q2-q+

u$+u'!u)k
-r- 1) e('+")k l) (qz - L) u'k

l

l

r)l

I

I

I

I

I

:((qB q+

q e$+zu)k (2q - 1) e(t+ura)k t(.t+u1tc (q + L) u'k

u(t+u+r1tt t(t+ullt ^tkö

c!:)

qy,

cr '')

cy '')

cr'''^)

1) e(r+ u)k'Yut

g s2ult+ tl
(q-

+
(q-1) I ul+u)k+at

(t' u'a)
(q + L) 6uk+tt

- ,(r+ u)tt,--Yul I u(+u)t"+'t
(t,u ru)

Uule atl

y Jk+ulluntl-ö
\t'u'al

,tk-ul u'* (rl"t + rl-eut,

rtk ,tko? rtko4
!

cf '\ t-. 
I

cyl

[r, and thev forrn a subgroup of tl, of order q\(q * 1) (q, - 1),

denote again by ,b. It is the normahzer of a p-Sylo\\,group of 113.

be the character of ,b defined b;,

\\d e a-r'I I u- 1,2,...,Q2- l) .

character of Us induced by ru'") is x'r{i,. This character is

e, if u + 0 (mod q - 1). We also have

have to prove that

x[;l)r., (t,'tt'- 1,2,"',8* 1) ,

xl'o':;)'lrz-q+r) $, u, a : 1, 2,. . ., g * 1),

X,l?*r)(s2-r) $ : 1,2,''',qs * 1)

belong to
which we
Let ,!,(' '")

Next, we

Then the

irreducibl

I

t ru - 1, . ., q + l,lt,,u,,,u :
t{u, I t<

I

I

I

I

Z e*+u(tam)
(k,t,m\
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are characters of tI3. We use the method indicated in § 3. Taking Theorem 2

into account, we see that it is enough to show that' these functions are

characters of the following subgroups of Us : S x 3, tI, x 1tr, and A'
(That the functions of the third type are characters of B has already been

proved in Theorem 3.) We omit the straightforward verification, that this is

the case. X'inally, we have

^'(')- -,f;f;iäll,- xl,+ v,':) (t : 1, 2," "8 * 1)'
A qz-q

Appendix

8. Let I/(s, q') denote the number of distinct l/-irreducible poly-

nomials / € S of degree s, which, by Lemma 3, is the sa,me as the number

of simplexes of degree s.

.l 
..

Theorem 4. N(s , s') : ; t; p@)qr - c"] , where

l-1, iJ s:1,"l
,, : .I p(k)(- 1)* : 1 

r, i'f s:2,
[ 0 otherwise .

corollary. ?he number of d,istinct u-irred,uci,ble pol,ynomials of d,egree s

oaer GF(q2) equal,s the number of d,istinct irred,ucible pol,ynomi'al's of d'egree s

oaer GF(q), ercept 'in the crtses § : 1, I : 2.

The proof of this fact, follows immediately if we take n : 0 in the

formula (12').
If we d.enote the generating functions for the number of classes of

GL(n,q) and U(n,q') by ,9"(q,r) and $u(q',*), respectively, then it
follows from Theorem 4, by the formula of Green ([6], p. 408), that

0"(q,r) # 1-rt
sr(qr$: )_lt r+n,'

in accotdance rvith the result of Wall (t1tl)'

g. If one wants to apply the procedure of § 3, it seems that one of the

most difficult, subgroups to consider is the p-Sylowgroup $. It is therefore

desirable to study more thoroughly the structure and representations of this

group, especially, compared with those of the p-Sylowgroup of GL(n, q)'
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tlre p-S5rlowgroups of GL(3, q) and [r, respective-
is valid.

n,b,ceGF(q)

and

We define

*(A) : dim ker (A - I) .

From the results of Green ([6], p. 431) it follows that the function 7 defined
by

x@): @,.te>r(Q)

Let Sf and ffiy be

Then the followirg

Theorem 5. ff cnnd

Iy.

Proof. We can tak

(i:l)

$v : 
{(, : :) I'r;;:::' }

If gt : 2, then Sf contains more involutions than $ru. Suppose p > 2.

Take 0*a€GF(q'z) such that ata:0. Then the mapping
o ' Sf - lpr', defined by

tr o o\ I L o o\

(, , ,)"( arca , o),
\ö " tl \-å("'-o'"')l(2b-ac)a -alca r.l

gives the required isomorphism.

Let S": Sf be thep-S5lolgroup of GL(iz, g). \Ye may take S, to
be the group of matrices of the form

f:',, : : ;\
(82) e:l utt atz r...ol,

\/
\',, ao2 ""''l
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is a character of $,. In what follows we give a direct simple proof of this

fact.
For z : I our assettion is trivial. Suppose it is true for $,-r. We

d.enote by S the group of matrices (32) with aii : 0 for i >- 2, and by

S thegroupof matrices(32) with ar:O for i':2,...,n. ThenS
and S are subgroups of S,, I is normal in S,, and S" is a semidirect

prod.uct of n and S X'urthermore, S is isomorphic to $"-r. X'or

.4 € P" we have a unique decomposition

KCS,P€S
Now the induction assumption gives us a character of S, which we denote

by X'. Since S = S,/S we can consider 1' as a character of S" and

we have

x,'(A) : @*tpl-,(q) .

On the other hand, Iet, y'* d.enote the character of S, induced by the

character y' of lhe subgroup $. By the formula of X'robenius, we have

x'* (A) : 
Är;GAe-1 

.

By means of elementary vector space theorY, one can verify that there exist

matrices G € § such that GAG-L€ S if and only if
im(.4.-I):im(P-I)

and that in this case the number of such matrices is

Hence
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